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Blue Devils 
Trim Tigers 
33-25 Here 
DUKESTERS OVERCOME 
LAST MINUTE RALLY 
Cheves   Shines    But   Devil's 
Early Lead Too Much 
For Tiger Quint 
Last night a capacity crowd 
saw the Duke Blue Devils troun- 
ce a game Clemson team by a 
acore of 33 to 25 in the initial 
game  for the  local  team. 
The fray opened with a fast 
and furious floor game but both 
teams shot erratically, missing 
many "snow birds" yet they made 
many freak shots. Playing back 
and forth over the center of the 
court, neither team was able to 
impressively penetrate the oth- 
.ers  closely   guarded   defense. 
Bill Bryce, rangy Tiger center? 
took command of the floor gam© 
duing the initial period, seldom 
losing the tip off to Herrick. 
Captain Podger led the Blue 
Devils in making their defense 
impenetrable. 
An inspired Tiger quintet 
came back in the second half 
to give Duke the fight of their 
lives. However, Lady Luck was 
with Duke and where the Clem- 
son goal attempts rolled out, the 
Duke tries were good. 
Only three lettermen returned 
to Clemson lineup, the pthers be- 
ing lost by graduation. The 
sophs showing promise were J. 
Bryce,  Jackson,  and  Caldwell. 
Boxing Captain 
X. S. JMcConnell, who was 
fc*ecentry elected Captain of 
the Tiger Boxing Team. 
Tom is one of the most col- 
orful fighters of this section 
and is making a strong bid 
for Conference honors. 
WESLEY KAY BAND IS 
GREAT FAVORITE HERE 
FOR CHRISTMAS HOPS 
Christmas Hop Band Proves 
Great Success; To Play 
at Citadel 
LOCAL PROF RECEIVES 
APPLICANTS/OR JOBS 
B. O.    Williams    Interviews 
Many Seekers for Civil 
Service Positions 
'Professor B. O. Williams has 
been spending the past two weeks 
helping to interview candidates 
for positions in the State Em- 
ployment Service of the Federal 
Social Security Administration. A 
large number of positions are to 
be filled in connection with the 
establishment of this service var- 
ying from that of state director 
to stenographers and clerks. The 
candidates have already taken 
civil service examinations and 
have qualified for the positions 
on the basis of training and ex- 
perience. The interviews are 
for the purpose of passing upon 
their   personal   qualifications. 
Mr. Williams is a member of 
a committee of three persons 
which interviews each candidate. 
As a result of his experience as 
a member of this committee, he 
will doubtless be able to give 
some interesting and valuable 
suggestions to students who must 
interview   prospective   employers. 
In engaging Wesley Kay and 
his orchestra for the Engineer's 
Christmas dance series last Fri- 
day and Saturday, the Central 
Dance Association presented the 
best musical organization of the 
year and one of the best of tie 
lesser known bands in the history 
of the dance organization. 
Kay and his band made a most 
favorable impression with their 
unique style and unforgettable 
arrangements of by-gone tunes. 
The performance of their brass 
section was most outstanding and 
the sax men, including the maes- 
tro, Tendered true Lombardo mu- 
sic. 
Miss Frances Delaney's intri- 
guing vocals were the high spot 
of the dances. The brunette 
beauty was quite a favorite with 
the dancers as was Eddie Smith, 
stellar guitar player. Smith was 
featured several times both nites 
before the mike and the volume 
he was able to obtain from his 
stringed instrument was uncan- 
ny. There was no member of 
the band who did not stand out 
(Continued on page seven) 
Professor and Two 
Cadets See Exhibit 
By Their Words 
Frohliche   Weinachten. 
Bonne Noel. 
Merry   Christmas. 
?arodemos 
—Rhyne 
-Daniel 
Crandall, Black and  Baskin 
Attend Horse Show at 
Saluda 
MILFORD REPRESENTS 
CLEMSON AT ANNUAL 
CONFERENCEMEETING 
College Physician Is Official 
Representative At Annual 
Gathering In Richmond 
CLEMSON PLAN OUT 
Dr. Lee W Milford officially 
represented Clemson at the meet- 
ing of the members of the Sou- 
thern Conference in Richmond 
Friday and Saturday at which 
several revisions of the famed 
Graham Plan, adopted at least 
year's  meet,  were made. 
Although the Graham Plan is 
still in effect in the conference, 
the removal of several sections 
and the modification of others 
have made the non-subsidization 
clauses less strict. 
Clemson Plan 
A plan, known as the Clemson 
plan, was introduced into the 
meeting by Dr. Milford as a sub- 
stitute for the Graham Plan but 
was voted out early in the ses- 
sion. The, substitution provided 
for stricter scholarship require- 
ments and less rigid subsidiza- 
tion   provision. 
The University of Virginia, one 
of the most powerful members 
of the conference, resigned dur- 
ing the first day of the session, 
probably in protest against the 
Graham  Plan. 
Clemson's active participation 
in the annual conference meet- 
ing this year effectively spiked 
many rumors that the college 
had been contemplating with- 
drawal from the Southern loop. 
Considerable speculation has been 
voiced in Southern newspapers 
since the meeting last year when 
Duke, Clemson and South Caro- 
lina voted against the adoption 
of the Graham Plan, and the old 
rumors of a possible withdrawal 
and a membership in the South- 
eastern Conference were revived. 
Enabling Act Introduces 
Textile Building Program 
Malone Re-named 
Literary Leader 
Rion, Guess, Miller, Bridge 
Mazo, and Wilkinson 
Other Officers 
Professor W.  G.  Crandall  and 
Cadets   M.   P.   Black   and   E.   B. 
IBaskin     attended     the      Saluda 
Horse  Show held  last  Friday  in 
Saluda,   S.   C. 
The show was conducted by 
J. J. Wrinn, 'S6, Vocational Ag- 
ricultural Instructor at Saluda 
High School. The horses that 
were shown in the exhibits in- 
cluded over 40 horses and colts 
which were each exhibited by Mr. 
Wrinn's Vocational and evening 
class   students. 
Judges for the contest were 
Mr. L. M. Sheffer, State Super- 
intendent of Agricultural Instruc- 
tion of Athens, Georgia,; Mr. R. 
R. Ritchie of the Department of 
Animal Husbandry of Clemson 
College and Mr. Conder of the 
J. W. Conder Company of Colum- 
bia, S. C. 
The reelection of Henry T. 
Malone to the office of president, 
featured the last meeting of the 
Calhoun   Literary   Society. 
At this meeting Wallace Rion 
was named vice president; C. P. 
Guess, secretary; M'. M. Miller 
first critic; R. W. Bridge, sec- 
ond critic; and Earle Mazo was 
reelected Sergeant-at-arms. J. C. 
Wilkinson retained the position 
of  treasurer. 
Block "C" Pledges 
Take Walk 
Three members of the 
Block C Club set a new hi£h 
—or low—in fraternity ini- 
tiations Tuesday night when 
they abandoned two pledges 
in a driving rainstorm in 
Pickens, little mountain town 
18 miles from Clemson, at 
midnight. Two sophomore 
football players being taken 
into the lettermen's club were 
left out in the cold as a cli- 
max to the informal initiation 
period of the group. The 
weary neophytes arrived at 
the college just after break- 
fast yesterday morning after 
an all night journey on foot 
through the rain. 
COURT-MARTIAL TRIAL 
DEMONSTRATED HERE 
DY MILITARY SENIORS 
Colonel Weeks   and   Major 
Walthour Supervise Stu- 
dent Demonstration 
Continuing the plan of having 
a moot couTt-martial trial put 
on by selected members of the 
senior class as an additional fea- 
ture to classroom instruction in 
senior military science, one sec- 
tion of the senior class put on 
the demonstration last Tuesday 
night in the auditorium of the 
Engineering   Building. 
This trial was carried out un- 
der the supervision of the class- 
room instructors for the senior 
class, Colonel Charles W. Weeks 
and Major Russel F. Wjalthour. 
The court president was Cadet 
Regimental Colonel Wm. Folk; 
the law member, Cadet Captain 
R./E.LeRoy; the Trial Judge 
Advocate, Cadet Captain W. M. 
Rodgers;1 and the Defense Coun- 
cil, Cadet Captain Jeff Davis. 
Courie Is Assused 
The cadet selected as the ac- 
cused was ,A. G. Courie. The 
charge and specifications stated 
that he was being tried for de-, 
sertion from the United States 
Army. The defense council made 
an effort to prove that this man 
was absent without leave and not 
a deserter. Both sides of the 
case were well presented by the 
opposing  sides. 
Following    the    closing    argu- 
{Continued on page eight) 
OFFICIALS BREAK ICE 
FOR MORE HURDLING 
New Program Provides For 
$350,000 Loan; New Hos- 
" pital Included 
A new building program for 
Clemson College which will e- 
ventually culminate in the erec- 
tion of a new textile building 
and a new hospital got under- 
way last week as a bill peti- 
tioning for an enabling act em- 
powering the college to borrow 
$350,000 from federal lending 
agencies was introduced into the 
assembly at Columbia. 
The petition was part of a bill 
listing requests from nearly ev- 
ery county in the state. If the 
enabling act is passed by the 
state legislature, the measure 
will be placed before the state 
planning board of the Public 
Works Administration for con- 
sideration as a part of a pro- 
posed six year public works pro- 
gram. 
Same  Plan 
The plan to be followed in 
petitioning the funds from the 
Federal Government are virtual- 
ly the same as those used so 
successfully in the recently com- 
pleted building program which 
secure $800,000 for the college 
(Continued   on pa** two) 
BLUE KEY WILL SEND 
THREE T0CONVENTI0N 
Lewis,  Folk and Dunlap to 
Attend National Conclave 
in New Orleans 
Lurid Correspondence Published 
In "Letters To Wilkie9' Column 
By Uncle Wilkie 
Now that ..the editor and the 
rest of the staff are too busy 
spreading Christmas cheer to no- 
tice what we're doing, we are 
going to take this opportunity to 
publish a few letters which have 
been clogging the files for weeks. 
They are the type letters which 
-come in response to calls for let- 
ters to the editor and they are 
typical examples of the variety 
which drive an editor to an ear- 
ly  grave. ■ 
Our first epic is from the pen 
of Egbert P. McGonnigle, grad- 
uate of '14.   , 
Dear   Sir: 
As president of the East Has- 
amper Alumni Association, I feel 
that it is my sacred duty to in- 
form you that you do not devote 
enough space to alumni news. 
You should give such vital infor- 
mation at least a full page 
spread. Why, only last week, my 
neighbor Luke Higginbotham got 
a position with Zeb Lentwhistles 
filling station, and the news was 
never mentioned in your paper. 
I warn you, unless something is 
done to stop this negligence in 
(Continued  on  page two) 
Three members of the local 
chapter of Blue Key National 
Honor Fraternity will attend the 
second national bi-annual con- 
vention to be held in New Or- 
leans,   December   29-31. 
Walter K. Lewis, president ot 
the Clemson chapter, is official 
delegate and will be accompan- 
ied by William Folk, vice-presi- 
dent, and John Dunlap. These 
men will leave from their homes 
and meet in the historic old 
Creole town on the twenty-ninth 
along with several hundred oth- 
er delegates and members from 
the other fifty-one chapters from 
all parts of the country. 
Entertainment Galore 
The group will be quartered 
in the Roosevelt Hotel where a- 
gala New Year's eve ball will be 
given in their honor. Two ban- 
quets are also on the program 
and several tours of the old city 
will be made. Mornings will be 
taken up with business sessions, 
and those desiring will have the 
opportunity of witnessing the Su- 
gar Bowl classic between Louis- 
iana State University and Santa 
Clara  on  New  Year's  Day. 
COLLEGE PREXY CITES 
TRUE VALUE OF TIME 
"What is your time worth? 
Including the cost of your tui- 
tion, loss of labor, contributions 
through the college, and other 
items, your time in college costs 
about    $1.50    an    hour. You 
should have this fact in your 
minds throughout the 4 years." 
Renssalaer Polytechnic institu- 
te's President Hotchkiss informs 
the  freshmen. 
r 
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Starts New Building Program 
news coverage, the Bast Has- 
amper Alumni Club will person- 
ally begin a campaign to ban 
the Tiger from the nation's mail- 
ing   lists. 
E. P. McG. 
Our second brainstorm comes 
from Cyril G. Gillingwater, fac- 
ulty member of the Gillingham 
School   for   Backward    Children. 
Dear   Sir: 
Upon perusing your weekly 
paper, I have made the observa- 
tion that you are too careless 
with your proof reading. For 
example, I wish to call to your 
attention the fact that on page 
six, column 4, of the April 19 
edition for 1936 that the word 
"and" is distinctly spelled "adn", 
also "agriculture" is spelled "ag- 
erculture." things like this maKe 
things unduly hard for the read- 
er, and we wish that in your fu- 
ture editions, you would avoid 
such glaring errors. 
C.  G.   C. 
The third brain-child was left 
on   our  doorstep   unsigned. 
Sir: 
OSCAR is a cad and a bound- 
er. I would like to say more 
but every time I think of the 
?!/t&?-, I get so $%/')! mad 
tbat I am afraid that I will say 
SOMETHING   I   SHOULDN'T— 
The third dilly is from the pen 
of Miss Pomona Hildegarde 
Smith-Jones. 
Dear  Sir: 
My only, objection to your pap- 
er is that you do not run enough | 
good pictures of your won-der- 
t'ul football players. You do hot 
seem to realize what a thrill your 
feminine readers get at the sight 
of a photograph of the marvel- 
ous physique's of the manly Tig- 
er gridsters. In view of this 
fact, won't you please give the 
members of the Joe Berry Foot- 
ball Club, Don Shuford Chapter, 
a break and run larger pictures 
of our stars in place of the hor- 
rible little photos you run now? 
As president of the Club, which 
is composed of girls of Dooley- 
ville (near Union) and vicinity, 
I wish to urge you, for the sake 
of feminism, to comply with our 
request. 
Love, 
■ Pomona 
Last but not least, we receiv- 
ed this item from Oswald K. 
Pengluppy. 
Dear  SIR: 
It is with great interest that 
I have followed the activities of 
Lucius Gilhooley. To be frank, 
however, I am more interested in 
his present address than any- 
thing else. Due to a slight ov- 
ersight, Mr. Gilhooley left my 
hotel the .night of Nov. 26 after 
a Furman game in 1903 with a 
$20 unpaid hotel bill, six dozen 
towels bearing the name Hotel 
Stackpool, three bed lamps, four 
gross of stationery, and five room 
keys. Any information as to 
his whereabouts will be greatly 
appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
O.  K.  P. 
Mr. J. O. Littlejohn. college business manager, began another college building program last 
week when a provision was intro duced into the state legislature requesting permission to borrow 
money from federal lending agencies for the erection of a new textile building and a new 
hospital here. Mr. Littlejohn played a major role in the carrying out of the recent build- 
ing   progam   which   resulted   in the erection of a new dormitory and a new agricultural building. 
BUILDING PROGRAM IS 
STARTED BY OFFICIALS 
(Continued  from  page one)  » 
Textile Students Finish Work 
On 1936 Xmas Greeting Cards 
CHEMISTRY JUNIOR IJ 
SECOND HIGH S. G 
D. E. Hudgins Wins Seconc 
Place in Chemical Society 
Competition 
Second honors winner of the 
recent State-wide Chemistry Com- 
oetition conducted by the Ameri- 
can Chemical Society was D. B. 
iludgin, a Junior at Cemson Col- 
lege M. Armstrong of the Uni- 
versity   of* South   Carolina   was 
■first 
Every year the American 
Chemical Society awards a years 
membership in their society to 
the best college student chemist 
In the state. Every college giv- 
ing Chemistry as a major enters 
this contest. 
Altho the second honor man 
receives no direct award, it is 
a great distinction to have come 
out so high in the entire  state. 
last  year. 
In commenting on the new 
program Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, col- 
lege business manager and head 
of the committee in charge, said, 
"The bill introduced last week 
was, of course, only the first step 
in the proposed pogram. It is 
very likely that the measure will 
not be approved by PWA offi- 
cials. We have no assurance 
that we will receive the money, 
we have merely asked for it. 
However, Clemson badly needs 
a nw tetile building and we will 
have one, if not through federal 
agencies by some other method." 
Nothing Definite 
No definite action is promised 
for the near future. The pro- 
gram is only beginning and it 
will be months before the out- 
come  will  be  apparent. 
Plans    and    specifications    for 
the new  buildings were partially 
completed     several     years     ago 
when   a   move   to   obtain   a   new 
structure       was       contemplated. 
However,  the  rapid  expansion of 
the student body made the need 
of   new    dormitories    so    urgent 
that    the    textile    program    was 
shoved  into   the   background   un- 
til    the    present    program    was 
completed.     The   plans   call   for 
a    three   story   structure   which 
will house all the laboratory and 
classroom   facilities   of   the   Tex- 
tile   School  and  will  in  addition 
Contain   the   offices   and   labora- 
tories   of   the   large   government 
cotton testing station here. 
Built   in   '96 
The    present    textile    building 
was constructed in 189 6 and has 
served a long and  useful career. 
However,  the Textile School  has 
outsgrown   the   building   and   at 
present  is  badly  in  need  of  ad- 
ditional space. The structure was 
one of the original college build- 
ings. 
In event that the new textile 
building is obtained college au- 
thorities are planning to com- 
pletely reequip the school. All 
the latest developments in tex- 
tile machinery will be installed 
and the outmoded equipment 
now in  use will be discarded. 
LaGrone,     Patterson     Com- 
plete Tedious Work on 
Designs Begun Last 
Year 
COARSEY, '22, MANAGES 
WARE SHOALS FARM 
Ralph Coarsey, '22, a gradu- 
ate in Dairying, is now farm 
manager of the Ware Shoals 
Manufacturing Company at Ware 
Shoals and of the Tryon Manu- 
facturing Company at Tryon, Ga. 
He operates about 7000 acres of 
land and two large herds of 
Guernsey   cattle. 
Economics courses are more 
popular than any other course 
given at the University of Cali- 
fornia. 
Intricately woven, the Christ- 
mas cards made by the weaving 
and design students of the Tex- 
tile department form a pattern 
of   unique   beauty  and   design. 
As the motors hum and the 
pulleys spin, a knob jerks and 
the shuttle flys swiftly back and 
forth between the ends to begin 
the weaving of five hundred and 
twenty six cards which hang 
from the upper left ,of the loom, 
simultaneously. Each controls 
the variation in arrangement of 
the ends which are lifted as the 
shuttle inserts thread after 
thread until a pattern is com- 
pletely   woven. 
When an entire roll of the 
design has been woven, it is 
taken from the loom and sized 
in a slasher with a prepared so- 
ltuion 6f starch.': It is then roll- 
ed over hot steam drums, dried, 
and cut out into individual Xmas 
cards to be distributed by the 
textile department throughout 
the   textile,  industry. 
Tower Featured 
The motif of the' design con- 
sists of the tower of the Main 
Building in the, center, circum- 
scribed by the legend, "Textile 
School—Clemson: College, 19 36. 
An Executive Lieutenant is por- 
trayed on the left at attention, 
while a bugler on the right 
sounds a call. The inscripion 
"Season's Greetings", and holly 
and candles complete the design. 
The design was originated by 
T. F. Snipes and W. A. Rhine- 
hardt, of the graduating class of 
'36 and printed before their 
school year expired. A. C. Pat- 
terson and A. W. LaGrone took 
up the work. They proceded^ to 
punch1 the numerous cards that 
make up the complicated design. 
Then followed the tedious and 
exacting job of drawing the 
threads through the, harness in 
correct order. Before the loom 
could be started everything had 
to be checked and rechecked for 
errors and remedied when found. 
However, the project now has 
been completed and the 1936 
Clemson Christmas cards are a 
fine tribute to the artistic abil- 
ity and ingenuity of its design- 
ers. 
Fourth in Series 
The present greeting card is 
the fourth made at Clemson Tex- 
tile School. The first, which had 
for its motif the textile building 
with a shuttle and a bobbin on 
either side, made its appearance 
in 1933. The second card fea- 
tured the main building with 
the surrounding campus. Last 
year the palmetto formed the 
motif for the season's  greetings. 
DIRECTORY WILL BE 
FINISHEDAFTER XMAS 
Blue    Key    Publication   De 
Iayed Because of Ads, 
and Room Changes 
BRIGHT COVER 
Due to a last minute delay 
because of advertisements and 
many room changes, publication 
of the Annual Blue Key Direc- 
tory of the Clemson student body 
has been held  up  for a  week. 
The material is now in the 
hands of the printer and should 
be compiled during the holidays 
in OTder that distribution of the 
catalog may be made immediate- 
ly after the holidays. 
Cover  Design 
It is planned to have the same 
cover design as has been used 
on the previous publications. This 
year, however, the outer cover 
will be of purple material with 
the design and printing in gold 
ink. 
Manley Rodgers is editor of 
the directory and Harry S. Ash- 
more, business manager. 
PUPIL'S INTEREST DUE 
TO FAMILY^NAGGING 
C. C. I. President States Rea- 
sons   For   Continuing 
Education 
Atlantic City, N. J.— (ACP) — 
If it were not for family nagging 
most college students would drop 
out of school at the end of two 
years  and  go  to  work. 
That is the conclusion of Dr. 
Rohert J. Trevorrow, president 
of Centenary Collegiate Institute 
Dr. Trevorrow told the conven- 
tion of the Middle States Asso- 
cation of Colleges and Secon- 
dary Schools that "If you take 
away the family urging, the 
pride and other factors urging 
the boy or girl to go on, the 
great majority are satisfied af- 
er  two   years. 
"Out of seven freshmen in 
the average American college 
only two graduate," he declared. 
"And you cannot say that they 
are bad students, or dumb; it 
is simply that their intellectual 
interests   are   satisfied. 
"It is hetter," he continued, 
"to have a two-year junior col- 
lege course from which they 
can graduate and go home 
proudly than have them leave 
school in the middle of a four 
year  course." 
Dean Washington 
Speaks at Banquet 
Last Thursday night Dean W. 
H. Washington of the Education 
Department spoke at the Future 
Farmers Association meeting in 
Westminster before a crowd of 
over 100 farmers, their sons and 
guests. 
The successful banquet was 
held in the Westminster High 
School and was proceeded by an 
agricultural exhibit put on by 
students of Vocational Agricul- 
ture. 
Dean Washington's speech 
brought to a close one of the 
largest meetings of this kind 
held  in  upper  South  Carolina. 
ANDERSON ROTARIANS 
HEAR EARLE TUESDAY 
Dean S. B. Earle, Dean of 
the engineering school, who is 
district governor of the 58th 
Rotary district, addressed the 
Anderson _ Rotary Club at its 
regular meeting Tuesday, Decem- 
ber  15. 
Mr.   Earle   discussed   the   part 
that   Rotary  is  playing  in  local, 
national    and    international    af- 
fairs. 
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Show Schedule 
Calhoun Addresses. 
Engineering Group 
Lcoal     Geologic     Authoritj 
Discusses Proposed 
Ship Canal 
At a hearing before the army 
board of engineers this week. 
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun has been 
called to express his views con- 
cerning the completion of the 
proposed   Florida   Ship   Canal. 
Dr. Calhoun, an authority on 
subjects of this type, is one of 
the prominent Geologists of the 
Unted States opposing the con- 
struction of this huge canal 
which would conneet the Gulf 
of Mexico with the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
Five pairs of stained glass win- 
dows representing faith, hope, 
charity, justice, and wisdom will 
be installed this month in the 
Heinz Memorial chapel at the 
University of Pittsburgh. 
TIGER SERVICE 
STATION 
ON THE CORNER 
Texas Gas and Oil 
Kelly Springfield  Tires 
and Tubes 
December 18 and  19 
Friday  and  Saturday: 
"DIMPLES"  with   Shirley 
Temple, Frank Morgan, Ro- 
bert   Kent,   Helen   Westley. 
The   latest   Shirley   Temple 
picture. 
Week  of  Dec.  21-26 
Monday   and   Tuesday: 
'ANTHONY   ADVERSE" 
Wednesday   and   Thurs- 
day:   "THIRTY  NINE 
STEPS' 'with Robert Donat. 
Friday  and  Saturday: 
"LADIES   IN   LOVE"   with 
Simone  Simont     Janet  Gay- 
nor and Joan Bennett 
Weed  of  Dec.   28-Jan.  2 
Monday   and   Tuesday— 
'APRIL ROMANCE" 
Wednesday and Thurs- 
day—  "THE'CHARGE  OF 
THE LIGHT BRIGADE" 
With   Errol  Flynn,  Olivia 
DeHavilland   1 
Patronize   TIGEB   Advertisers G. G. HENRY, Owner 
January j4 and 5 
Monday and Tuesday: 
"BIG BROADCAST OF 
1937" with Jack Benny. Bob 
Burns, George Burns, Gracie 
Allen,  Martha Raye,  Benny 
Goodman and his Orchestra. 
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1597 Students Are Listed In Local Registrar's Office 
TWENTY STATES ARE 
LISTED IN ROSTER OF 
STUDENT RESIDENCES 
Newly Published Announce- 
ment    by    Metz    Shows 
County, State Repre- 
sentation 
Clemson College's 193 6-37 en- 
rollment includes representatives 
from twenty different .states, it 
was revealed yesterday by fig- 
ures received from the Regis- 
trar's offices. 
Practically every state on ftie 
Atlantic Seaboard has at least 
one representative in the Clem- 
son Corps of Cadets. However, 
the scope has been broadened 
to include iOhio, Illinois, Texas, 
Kentucky and other western and 
mid-western   states. 
South Carolina leads in the 
number of cadets enrolled with 
a representation of 1458 of the 
1597 total enrollment of the col- 
lege. North Carolina brings up 
second place with 43 from the 
Tarheel state while the State of 
Georgia is third  with  40. 
In South Carolina, Anderson 
County, Oconee's next-door-nei- 
ghbor, heads the list with a del- 
egation of 120 Anderson County 
boys now in school here. One 
hundred and six Greenville Cdun- 
ty students are listed on the col- 
lege rolls, to give Greenville 
County   second   place. 
The enrollment by counties 
and  states  follows: 
County Total 
Abbeville     24 
Aiken     33 
Allendale     19 
Anderson     120 
Bamberg     15 
Barnwell     14 
Beaufort    ,,  12 
Berkeley     5 
Calhoun     16 
Charleston     88 
Cherokee  17 
Chester    — .21 
Chesterfield     20 
Clarendon    ,  12 
Colleton    ,  28 
Darlington   ,  32 
Dillon  18 
Dorchester .  7 
Edgefield    , 23 
Fairfield    13 
Florence     47 
Georgetown     10 
Greenville     106 
Greenwood   T 45 
Hampton    23 
Horry    .  18 
Jasper     7 
Kershaw    16 
Lancaster    12 
Laurens     40 
Lee   ____,  24 
Lexington    22 
Marion     32 
Marlboro \  19 
McCormick    6 
Newberry    31 
Oconee    .  60 
OrangebuTg    .  54 
Pickens     74 
Richland   i._ 53 
Oconee     60 
Orangeburg    r  54 
Pckens     74 
Richland     53 
Saluda     23 
Spartanburg  89 
Sumter    24 
Union   :l  31 
Williamsburg    11 
York    37 
Local Professor Makes Unofficial 
Field Trip in North-Central State 
FRAT MEN CRITICIZED 
BY DELTA SECRETARY 
Dean   of   Local   Entomology 
School     Studies     Game 
Laws in North 
Professor Franklin Sherman, 
head of the department of En- 
tomology, has recently returned 
after a three weeks' leave of ab- 
sence, from a trip to Michigan 
where he made observations of 
game laws and regulations of 
that state. He was on leave from 
the college from November 9 to 
December 2 but his trip was per- 
sonal not having been instructed 
by the college to make this in- 
teresting study. 
Professor Sherman went to 
Drummond Island in northern 
Lake Huron where his party oc- 
cupied a deserted log cabin dur- 
ing their two weeks stay. On 
the island were a great variety 
of wild animals including moose, 
deer, wolves, coyotes, beaver, 
mink, snowshoe rabbit, and the 
spruce hen. 
Study Game Laws 
In Michigan the deer season 
begins on November 15 and 
closes November 30. Only bucks 
are legal game and each hunter 
is allowed but one. The deer in 
Michigan are considerably larger 
than they are here. A state li- 
cense is required of every hun- 
ter. He is given a numbered 
card, a large placard to wear on 
his back and a metal tag to at- 
tach to the buck (should be so 
fortunate as to bag one); all of 
these bearing the same number. 
In case of parties, one additional 
buck may be killed for each four 
in the party. The revenue col- 
lected from the game department 
for licenses is immense and it 
supports the State Department of 
Conservation. There were dur- 
ing deer season in Michigan ov- 
er a hundred thousand licensed 
hunters, many from out of state. 
The out-of-state license fee is 
$25.00. 
Professor Sherman stated that 
his party eperienced five-below 
zero weather in six inches of 
snow. His most interesting exper- 
ience occured while returning 
from the island in a small boat. 
They were ice and wind bound 
between the island on the main- 
land foT thirty-six hours where- 
as the trip, ordinarily takes but 
four hours. 
Dartmouth    Is   Attacked by 
Head of Brooklyn Poly- 
technic  Institute 
Syracuse, N. Y. —(ACP) — 
The behavior of the individual 
fraternity man and not the pur- 
pose of the fraternity was chal- 
lenged in the general sessions of 
the interfraternity Conference 
held   at  Syracuse   University. 
"Unless we live up to frater- 
nity criteria, our days are num- 
bered," said John D. Scott, sec- 
retary of Delta Upsilon, during 
a round table discussion. "It 
isn't the, fraternity aims and 
purposes that are challenged but 
the behavior of the individual 
fraternity   man." 
Dartmouth Attacked 
Dr. Harry Rogers, president of 
the Brooklyn Polytechnic Insti- 
tute sf,id: Naturally fraternities 
such as at Dartmouth, with 75 
members, fewer than 20 of whom 
are living in the chapter house, 
cannot  be  successful. 
"The aims of the fraternity 
are to develop personality and 
character through warmth of 
personal companionship. I doubt 
whether the freshmen know the 
seniors of their house at Dart- 
mouth." 
A. Blair Knapp, director of 
men's affairs at Syracuse Uni- 
versity, stated that the issue was 
whether or not the fraternity is 
performing its main function, 
helping the student to get a well- 
rounded education. He said 
that the chapters in Syracuse 
were doing their duty in this re- 
spect. 
In hopes that non-fraternity 
men also would aim at better so- 
cial standards, the social affairs 
roundtable decided to prepare 
and publish a uniform code of 
social practices to be observed 
by all fraternity men. 
Dinner For 1600 
Please James 
Supplies have been pouring 
into the kitchen of the col- 
lege v mess hall of the past 
two weeks as Capt. J. D. 
Harcombe and his staff went 
about preparing for tonight's 
prodigious banquet. The sec- 
ond this year, the feast will 
feature turkey, and all the 
trimmings of the season. Cov- 
ers will be laid for sixteen 
hundred in the college's two 
mess halls and the revelry 
will extend far into the night 
as students here joyfully ac- 
cept the college's annual Chr- 
istmas  present  to  the   corps. 
PROFESSORS HERE TO 
TAKE OFFJHRISTMAS 
Gentlemen of Faculty Have 
Varied    Plans    for 
Holidays 
Many varied and interesting 
vacation plans have been made 
by a number of gentlemen of the 
faculty. 
Colonel Weeks will take a 
trip to Florida. Accompanied 
by four Clemson Cadets, the Col- 
onel will leave Clemson Satur- 
day morning to return in about 
a week. 
Dr. Calhoun and family intend 
driving  to  Mexico  City,  Mexico. 
Professor 'Gee will spend the 
holidays with his wife and son at 
Chapel   Hill. 
Professor S. W. Little will ac- 
company some friends to Day- 
tona   Beach,   Florida. 
Professor S. R. Rhodes plans 
a trip to Tampa and Miami, Fla, 
Professors Lee and Earle look 
forward to a quiet vacation on 
the   campus. 
Professors F. T. Tingley, A. B. 
Credle, and Short will visit theV 
respective homes at Pennsyl- 
vania, Norfolk, Virginia and An- 
derson. 
COMMON ALIBIS ARE 
DESTROYED BY TESTS 
OF PSYCHOLOGY PROF 
Dr.    Whitmer    States    That 
Heredity Makes Bad 
Alibi 
Patronize Tiger Advertisers 
Pittsburgh, Pa| —(ACP) — 
Smashing common alibis such as 
"No one in our family could ev- 
er get mathematics," Dr. Carroll 
A. Whitmer, assistant professor 
of psychology at the University 
of Pittsburgh, explained that par- 
ents blame heredity for faults of 
children in order to escape the 
task of investigating to deter- 
mine   the   real   cause   of   failure. 
Children as well as adults use 
alibis to avoid criticism, Dr. 
Whitmer maintained. "If it were 
possible to have a society in 
which no criticism were offered 
or implied, it would be possible 
to eliminate alibis. Habits of 
thinking and acting in ways to 
avoid deflation of the ego are as 
fundamental as any means of 
self-preservation. 
Desire for Prestige 
"Desire for pretige is a trait 
of man's fundamental nature," 
Dr. Whitmer said. "Prestige may 
be gained by making an ap- 
pearance of acting upon reason 
rather   than   impulse. Conse- 
quently, impulsive or emotional 
behavior is justified by alibis in 
order to make an appearance ot 
reason. . 
"One of the principal effects 
of alibis is that they defeat the 
real power of, man's intellect. 
They interfere wth mental house 
cleaning. They prevent a care- 
ful analysis of situations in 
which mistakes might give pro- 
fitable experience that would lead 
to   more   ntelligent   conduct." 
Dr. Neville McLellan, one of 
the four dentists from Australia 
who traveled 10,000 miles to 
take post graduate work in the 
University of Minnesota's college 
of dentistry says that the aver- 
age price for a tooth extraction 
in his home land is 20 cents. 
: 1 
B-l Defeats H-2 
For  Frosh  Title 
First     Regiment     Company 
Rats Win Intramural Bas- 
ketball Crown 
Total—South Carolina 1458 
State 
Alabama 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida     
Total 
4 
2 
1 
9 
Georgia     40 
Illinois     1 
Kentucky     1 
Maine     1 
Massachusetts     1 
New   Jersey   _,  10 
New York  6 
North   Carolina    43 
Ohio     1 
Pennsylvania     7 
Rhode  Island  
Tennessee    
Texas  
Virginia     
West   Virginia    
Grand   Total    1597 
Freshman basketball, as a part 
of the intramural sports program 
came to a close last week when 
Company B-l defeated Company 
H-2 for the rat Championship. 
The final scoTe for the victors 
was 26-22. Players for Co. B-l 
were Bragnell, Williams, Moor- 
man, Lindsay, Windell, Craven, 
Mills, and Van Wyck. Those 
playing for the vanquished were 
Evins, Dillard, Anthony, McMak- 
in, Terry, Kirkpatrick, and 
Shealy. 
The freshman campaign was 
drawn to a close early in the 
season in order to give the com- 
pany teams more time before 
the holidays. The company teams 
consist of old boys as well as 
freshmen, giving everyone a 
chance to play. Practice games 
are being played every evening 
and night in preparation for 
the company championship 
games. 
I'D ALMOST SWAP VCU CAN WITH 
MY CLASS PIPS PRINCE ALBEPT. 
FOR IT I CANY / RA. GIVES A 
KEEP IT LIGHTED! LONG SMOKE IN 
 . ■    .   ,,. I    ANY 
VOU SEE PRINCE ALBERT IS CUT IN A 
SPEOALWAV-^CRIMP CUT' ITS 
CALLED. "MATS WHY R A. BURNS 
SO EVENLY AND, I MIGHT ADD, 
) COOL. AND MELLOW 
W. H. iSpencer, Clemson tex- 
tile graduate of 193 3, has re- 
signed his position with Springs 
Cotton Mill, Lancaster, S. C, to 
accept a position with Watts 
Mill,   Laurens,   S.   C. 
Roll    Developed 
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THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH 
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, nineteen 
hundred and thirty-six, is drawing rapid- 
ly to a close and we watch it go with a 
great deal of sentiment. In every way it 
has been the.best year through which it 
has been our privilege to live. 
Prosperity has poked its head out from 
behind that famous corner and this year a 
truly happy Christmas season will bring 
the year to a fittingly brilliant end. There 
is less chance that the edge of the Yule- 
tide gaiety will be dulled by the sight of 
long breadlines and shivering unemploy- 
ed. The hectic celebrating of a people 
who felt that they were dancing on the 
grave of civilization will be replaced this 
Christmas by the deeply sentimental plea- 
sures of a happy nation. A feeling of se- 
curity has returned to America. 
We are sure that your Christmas hol- 
idays this year will be the best you have 
ever experienced. May you enjoy them. 
The Tiger extends to each of you the 
greetings of the season. 
BUILDINGS IN EMBRYO 
ANOTHER EXTENSIVE building pro- 
gram for Clemson was inaugurated last 
week when college ofiicials petitioned the 
state' legislature for an enabling act which 
will, if passed, empower them to borrow 
$250,000 from the federal agencies for the 
purpose of erecting a new textile building 
and a new hospital. 
The methods which were used in obtain- 
ing the $800,000 loan from the PWA last 
spring will be followed again. It is hoped 
that they will again meet with success, but 
the odds are rather against the new pro- 
posal. In view of the great increase in 
national prosperity so apparent in the last 
few months the New Deal is planning to 
curtail government spending. It is highly 
probable that the Public Works Adminis- 
tration will be one of the first of the emer- 
gency bureaus to go under the knife, and 
the funds for the new building program are 
to come from this source. 
However, college officials have stated 
that Clemson's need for the new buildings 
is so great that failure to secure the needed 
appropriation in one place does not neces- 
sarily mean defeat. Other sources will be 
touched upon, and eventually the build- 
ings, by one method or another, will be- 
come; a reality. I 
If the government intends to put more 
of its money in public buildings it can find 
no better investment than a textile plant 
here. Clemson's school of textiles, even 
though it is housed in a sadly out-dated 
plant, is rated with the best in the nation. 
Located in the heart of the South's greatest 
industrial region, its yearly crop of trained 
graduates has become indispensable to the 
great factories of the Piedmont. 
Government aid would mean that the 
building may be obtained in the very near 
future. And it is certainly needed badly. 
We can think of no nicer Christmas present 
the college could receive than assurance 
that there is real hope for the new pro- 
gram's success. 
RETALIATION 
. Since Thanksgiving a great deal has 
been said in the Greenville newspapers 
concerning the playing of the Furman- 
Clemson game here on alternate years. 
The feeling seems to be that since Fur- 
man now has a new stadium there is no 
reason why the game should not be held 
there every season. 
Sirrine Stadium at Furman will hold 
fifteen thousand people. The stadium 
here holds twelve thousand. Does the 
difference of three thousand paid admis- 
sions mean that the students of Clemson 
are to be deprived of having one of the 
school's most colorful contests played on 
home grounds? It is a great deal of in- 
convenience for students here to go to 
Greenville for the game, especially since, 
in the past, Greenville has been so un- 
friendly to them. 
Complaint has been made in the 
Furman paper concerning the placing of 
the student section behind the end zone. 
We wonder if they remember the game 
last year when our student section stood, 
for there were no/ seats, behind the goal 
posts while the Furman student section 
occupied its customary place in the con- 
crete stands on the thirty yard line? 
Our field is bigger and better than 
Furman's old Manly Field, but we tolerat- 
ed it for many years without once com- 
plaining. Certainly they could retaliate 
in kind. 
Dr. Roderick Peattie of the geography 
department bf Ohio State is constructing 
a scale model of the university campus in- 
tended to aid blind students in finding 
their way to the various buildings, and 
it might be a good idea to try here for 
those Friday evening stayer-uppers who 
seem to have a little trouble getting to 
their Saturday morning classes. 
The head of the University of De- 
troit has announced that one hundred 
per cent of the engineers graduated from 
that institution last year are now employ- 
ed. Well, there ought to be plenty of 
filling stations up there where they make 
automobiles. 
The vivarium at Lehigh recently was 
presented with a southern corn snake. 
The last time we heard that name it was 
applied to a college boy. 
Collegiate Press 
By B. N. Skardon 
The ideal college: University of Michigan 
excuses all students who attend school dances 
from all classes from 3 p.m. the afternoon pre- 
ceding till 12 a.m. the morning following such 
events. 
The ideal professor: The University of North 
Carolina instructor who assigned "two hours 
sleep" to an early morning class because he was 
tired of seeing his pupils doze. 
 COLLEGIATE PRESS  
According to the Syracuse Daily Orange, after 
the Syracuse-Maryland game someone stole eight 
bags of football equipment belonging to the latter 
and valued at $520. A week later it was recov- 
ered by detectives.    Three  boys had taken it. 
Doubtless some scrub team was disappointed. 
-COLLEGIATE PRESS- 
The University of Alabama's varsity leather 
punchers will be "leather skins" by the time they 
face their first opponents this season. Boxing 
Coach Richard 'Brickates is submitting every 
candidate to salt baths—a practice he adopted 
during his pugilistic career and whose results 
were so favorable that the former leading con- 
tender for the flyweight crown has become an 
ardent supporter of this method of toughening the 
skin. 
-COLLEGIATE PRESS- 
College and university football stadia in 
South Carolina have a seating capacity of 67,000 
persons collectively says the Carolina Gamecock. 
Tre largest of these stadiums isth att he Univer- 
city which boasts of a seating capacity of 18,000. 
(Furman's new Sirrine stadium at Greenville is 
the second largest in the state with a seating 
capacity of 15000, while Riggs Field at Clemson 
ranks third with accommodations for 12000. Next 
in order, The Citadel with 8000, Snyder Field at 
Wofford with 6000, P. C. and Brskine with 4000 
seats each. 
-COLLEGIATE PRESS- 
The University of South Carolina also has a 
"house of magic" however,, it is not in the form 
of a football team. This so-called "house of 
magic" is built on a truck and contains some of 
the more spectacular electrical devices such as 
turning on electric machinery by means of light 
beams; transmission of music by light; playing 
music in reverse order; and turning on a burglar 
alarm by means of invisible radiation. 
This electrical display is just a part of what 
might be seen at one of our own Engineering- 
Architecture exhibitions. 
Talk Of The Town 
THEFT 
Word has reached this some- 
what weary old correspondent 
that the student body has been 
accused of a heinous crime. It 
seems that last Thanksgiving a 
collie dog answering at times to 
the name of Peter disappeared 
from the campus of Greenville 
Woman's College of Furman Un- 
iversity. The animal belonged 
to a Miss Easton, a biology pro- 
fessor attached to that institu- 
tion, and for some reason or 
other the lady has decided that 
some Clemson students, probab- 
ly the football team, removed 
Peter. Since everybody at Clem- 
son as well as Furman was over 
here watching what we laughing- 
ly refer to as a football game, it 
isn't quite clear how Miss Easton 
arrived at her conclusion, but 
she's pretty positive about the 
thing. When she discovered last 
weekend that a couple of her 
students were coming over here 
to the dances she took them a- 
side and commissioned them to 
search for Peter while they were 
on this campus. We don't re- 
member eactly how we became 
involved in the matter but we 
vaguely remember spending sev- 
eral frost-bitten hours early Sat- 
urday morning searching for the 
beast in all sorts of odd spots. 
We failed to uncover it however, 
and the charming detectives who 
were working on the case return- 
ed sadly to Miss Easton without 
even a fox-terrier to show for 
their efforts. They are looking 
morosely forward to a couple of 
solid "P's" unless Peter turns up 
before  the  end  of  the  semester. 
 TALK OF THE TOWN  
SURPRISE 
A, sophomore in second bar- 
racks has been taking an awful 
lot of kidding lately and we 
think he ought to know that he 
has our sympathy. Being an 
absent-minded soul ourself we 
can understand perfectly how he 
got a trifle confused the other 
weekend at inspection. He waa 
in one of those last minute 
swivets that occur only at five 
minutes to eight on Saturday 
mornings, tearing about his room 
dressing with one hand and try- 
ing to sweep the floor with the 
other. The bugle caught him in 
midair and he rushed out in" the 
hall to the formation jamming 
his hat on his head, arriving just 
in rime to come to a snappy in- 
spection arms. "For gossakes", 
screamed his amazed first ser- 
geant, "What are you doing with 
that broom?" "Well, I'll be 
damned", mildly remarked the 
sophomore, looking down, "I 
thought my rifle felt mighty 
light." % 
 TALK OF THE TOWN  
SWING 
We had been hearing so much 
about the concerts of classical 
recordings which have been giv- 
en recently with the new Car- 
negie Foundation set that we 
wandered down to take one in 
recently. Down in our heart we 
are sort of fond of the highly 
complicated rhythms of symphony 
music, but we have to work 
ourselves into the right mood 
before we are in the proper con- 
dition for soaking up any quan- 
tity. Getting into just the cor- 
rect pitch we approached the 
door of the room where the con- 
certs are held only to be greeted 
by the unmistakable sounds of 
L. Armstrong's trumpet swing- 
ing out "St. Louis Blues". Rush- 
ing in we discovered that some 
of the lads had found some pop- 
ular records tucked in among 
the classics sent down by the 
foundation and were having an 
informal jam session. We got our 
art though, some serious soul 
finally managing to sneak in 
"Tales From Hoffman" among 
the Benny Goodman and Duke 
Ellington   renditions. 
 TALK OF THE TOWN  
EGGNOG  AND HOLLY 
Most of you good people are 
straining at the leash by now, 
ready to take off tomorrow at 
the drop of a hat for your Xmas 
holidays. We have already pack- 
ed up our other pair of socks 
and  written our letter  to  Santa 
 that little  Rachel  of Converse 
hasn't made up her mind yet 
whether it's a rabbit or a chick- 
en that Walter Lewis looks like 
and that Oscar still sticks to 
the V-8 with both back doors 
open. 
 OSCAR nnrm-  
 that  since Dunlap's  Folly will 
make history it might as well 
make Oscar too, but everybody 
seems to be trying to forget the 
whole business and is hoping 
that little Johnny is gun-shy at 
last. 
-OSCAR BATB- 
 that  Oscar has decided not  to 
tell you who has replaced Hog 
Brown on Perk's front porch 
this Fall but you might find out 
by looking around you to see 
how many big shots heave a sigh 
of relief when they read down 
to here. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
—that Oscar's annual prize a- 
ward will in all probability go 
to R. Sims Campbell, who, after 
all those trips he has been mak- 
ing to Betsy's side recently, got 
lost Saturday coming back to 
Clemson  from  Greenville. 
-OSCAR 8ATS- 
 that   Courie   and   Law   regret 
that they are unable to offer hot 
dogs with mustard at their lit- 
tle stand by the guard room, 
but they do guess your exact 
weight and sell Xmas cards on 
the  side. 
-OSCAR SATS- 
—that Bertram and Allen of the 
Whizbrigadier couldn't be pried 
away from the Ballyhoo depart- 
ment of Doc's newsstand until 
after that final igasp went to 
press   Monday. 
3SOAR SATS- 
—that no one would ever have 
thought that a mere sextette 
(who said that?) from Winthrop 
(a small girl's school in upper 
South Carolina) could have got- 
ten the only cadet brigade com- 
mander in the United States so 
excited that he would come darn 
close to speaking English into 
that messhall mike. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that he doesn't want you read- 
ers to be getting excited, he's 
getting to the dance news. The 
marathon winners come below 
in the order they came in. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that Ambrose had to walk lit- 
tle Ruth back from the other 
side of Calhoun because his big 
brother's car got stuck, and they 
were still the first to return to 
the fold. 
OS CAB SATS— 
 that     Eleanor     Wright,     who 
worked awfully hard to get in 
here, walked into the Trustee 
House on a beam of Saturday 
morning sunlight after a long 
walk for shooting fireworks. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that    Betty    Horton    returned 
soon after to exchange Soph 
Sloan (the little prankster) for 
a better breakfast date. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—'that there are numerous oth- 
ers who never did come back and 
nobody   is   looking   for   them. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that Diamond Bill Folk rush- 
ed all the way back from Atlanta 
spreading fenders behind him to 
get here in time for that fourth 
nobreak and that Oscar is aw- 
fully sorry Zada couldn't get up 
for the hops. 
(Continued  on    page  five) 
Claus and told everybody we 
would see them next year, hah, 
hah, and we will probably be on 
our way by the time you see this. 
The point is that we would like 
to extend our best wishes to 
every hardy reader who has 
worked his way down to here 
and to thank you for letting us 
run your newspaper for you a- 
nother year. May the yule log 
blaze brightly for all or you, and 
may the good St. Nicholas bring 
you the gift that you want most, 
although we think he's going to 
have a spot of trouble getting 
all those blondes down all those 
chimneys. 
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SEARS SAYS COLLEGE 
STUDENTSJO WORRY 
Collegiate Jollity T» of Exci- 
table Type; But they 
Do Have Problems 
Lafayette, Ind.— (A'CP)— The 
"hotchas" and "hi-de-hos" of 
college students are just fronts, 
according to Prof. L. M. iSe*s, 
head of Purdue University's his- 
tory   department. 
"You would be surprised bow 
little jollity or genuine gaiety 
there is among youth in col- 
lege," he said. "Collegiate jol- 
lity is of the hectic, excitable 
type. But actually the student 
is under the weight of many 
things which constitute real wor- 
ries. 
"College students worry about 
their studies and whether they 
are pleasing their professors. 
They worry about whether they 
are pleasing their fejlow students 
and thus are obtaining populari- 
ty. They worry about their ca- 
reers—whether they will have 
careers at all. They worry about 
the right person to marry." 
Prof. Sears declared he is con- 
vinced that the age of college 
youth is not a "golden age." 
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Oscar Says 
(Continued from page four) 
—that Red Burton's having to 
be assisted to his little nest last 
weekend isn't news, but the fact 
that John Neuffer was the guy 
who did it is NEWS. 
■ OSCAR     SATS  
—that petite Jimmy Mann might 
have known that the father of 
Yard Engine No. 4 would be get- 
ting up at day-break, but he in- 
sists that he has been thrown 
out of better places. 
 OSCAR 8AY»  
—that Ed the great Giles finally 
got a gal to sponsor for him 
after so many attempts, but even 
after all that publicity she 
wouldn't come to the dance with 
him. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that Lank Guyton is becom- 
ing quite a favorite with one of 
the younger yard engines and 
that if he is a real good hoy 
her papa might let him play with 
some of the tools down in the 
woodshop. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that although Oliver Payne 
(Esquire, Page 45) couldn't get 
his own date to come up, Dusty 
Wiles'  Charlotte flash brought a 
Architectural Society to Close 
Initiation Period With Banquet 
couple of spares and he ended 
up with one of those. Yes, Down- 
ey fell heir to  the other  one. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that F. O. G. Griggs and Mac 
Cahoun are cooperating these 
days by arriving for late dates 
at the same time so that the 
ODA can throw them out to- 
gether. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that it was mighty white of 
George Warren to have the cute 
little hometown gal up for the 
hops and that Oscar is sure Geo. 
will be shaking hands with Miss 
Gee at the next Converse dance 
if everything works out. (Parley 
Voo please copy). 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that Henry T. Malone has been 
wondering why Oscar never says 
anything about him so here 
goes: It takes all kinds of people 
to make a world. 
Will    Induct    Five    Cadets 
Prof. R. E. Lee, Hartledge 
to be Taken In 
KEYS GIVEN 
-OSCAE SATS- 
—that D. W. is still touring a 
few of the nearby states giving 
vent to his after-dinner speeches 
(with gestures) and that Oscar 
wonders if any of them would be 
a safe state to remain in. 
, At a recent meeting of The 
Minarets, Clemson honorary ar- 
chitectural society, arrangements 
were made for the formal ini- 
tiation of its pledges by the fra- 
ternity at a Christmas supper to 
be held a Starr. 
The members to be formally 
inducted are as follows: W. A. 
Carlisle; W. OB. Brackett; J. A. 
Thigpen,   and A.  H.  Chapman. 
John Hartledge, president of 
The Minarets during the term of 
'3 5-'3 6 and at present connected 
with the architectural depart- 
ment under Professor R. E. Lee, 
will also be inducted by theso- 
ciety. 
The new members will be pre- 
sented with the key of the socie- 
ty, which displays a minaret con- 
taining a torch signifying erudi- 
. . IE*} tion. 
Patronize   TIGER   Advertisers 
NATIONAL DEBT TO BE 
RETIRED BEFORE 1946 
Prominent Economist Makes 
Prediction at National 
Meeting 
New   York,   N.   Y.—(ACP)  
That the United States is in the 
recovery phase of a business 
cycle and will be able to retire 
its national debt in ten years is 
the prediction of Dr. Virgil Jor- 
dan, president of the National 
Conference board, a New Deal 
critic, and a former professor of 
economics at the University of 
Wisconsin. 
Addressing the annual conven- 
tion of the University and Col- 
lege Business Officers of Eastern 
States, Dr. Jordan said that one 
of the indications of business 
recovery is the "heavy Christmas 
shopping" which would undoubt- 
edly exceed the Christmas buy- 
ing of 1929. 
Views  Exchanged 
Views exchanged during the 
afternoon session of the business 
executives of publicly supported 
colleges and universites reveals 
that it costs more to educate a 
girl than a boy. 
Mrs* **, 
I 
/ 
FROM 
RJ-REYNOLDS TOBACCO COM PA 
MAKERS OF CAMEL CIGARETTES AND 
PRINCE ALBERT  SMOKING TOBACCO:|||i 
Another Christmas special—4 boxes of Camels 
in "flat fifties"—wrapped in gay holiday dress. 
- 
Wi 
At your dealer's you'll 
find this Christmas 
package—10 packs of 
"20's"—200 cigarettes. 
*<m 
famth 
,,       AY •   canfa's whole bag than a carton 
There's no Mn: acceptable ££*££, „ ^ gift prob. 
f Camcll rSu«Tb   appJSed. And ^* W»h«M. Lems. Camels are sn PF ^ ^ ^^ spm,    f 
fine-tasting Camels, you Keep _ b n course8 and Chnstmas-tlde.En,oy Camel   atmlnme ^ 
after eating-for their aid tc, a.g „ TOBACCOS- 
Thev're  made  from finer, MORE   bXPtrsoiv 
Turkish and Domestic-than any other popular brand. 
f» m 
7 
,:«:»; 
IPs easy to please all the pipe-smokers on your 
L . Just gL rhem  meUow, fragrant Princ 
Alhei     the National Joy ^^ 
of Pipe Tobaccos.    P. A.    is uic ia & ° 
smoSng tobacco in the world. It does not 
SS? the tongue. Prince Albert will wtsh your 
friends and relatives the merriest Chnstmas ever. 
One full pound of Prince Albert—in 
an attractive Christmas gift package. 
Rtmm ■ 
*y»«zr 
%■;. 
■■: 
'■ 
m 
Copyright. 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco i 
. Wkiaton-Salem, N. C. 
{Above} Full pound of Prince Albert, 
in a real glass humidor that keeps 
the   tobacco   in   perfect   condition. 
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D. C. Hudgens, '31, is Farm 
Record clerk at the Federal 
Prison  in  Atlanta,   Georgia 
PORTLAND REFERENCE 
LIBRAKY UUNAiEU TO 
SUnuuL BTjNuiNEtrt 
Cement and   Concrete   Vol- 
umes Sent to Ciemson Li- 
brary by f ieid Head 
9 
DUPLICATE SET 
One of the most unique and 
interesting set of reference works 
on tile in the Ciemson College 
Library is a set of volumes on 
Portland cement and concrete re- 
ceived irom the Portland Cement 
Association. In presenting this 
gift, Hugh R. Roberts, field en- 
gineer of the association, stated 
that the volumes were to be kept 
up to date with the most recent 
publications  released. 
A complete set of the bound 
volumes is always available at 
the Library, and a duplicate set 
may be borrowed from the Ag- 
ricultural Engineering Library by 
students, teachers, and extension 
officials and workers. Students 
will find thees works an excel- 
lent source of information for 
the preparation of term papers 
and theses. The references are 
also excellent sources from which 
teachers may find modern texts 
to fit courses in architecture and 
structural   design. 
History Traced 
The history and development 
of cement is traced from the 
dawn of civilization to the old- 
est known existing concrete struc- 
ture—a 70-mile aqueduct built 
by the Carthagenians and Rom- 
ans, and a concrete dome 142 
feet in diameter built 1800 years 
ago in the Pantheon at Rome. 
Then, the beginning of improve- 
ment with John Smeaton's first 
attempt at artificially controlled 
cement in 1756, to the day in 
1928 when Thomas A. Edison 
walked slowly across a freshly 
placed block of modern concrete 
in Henry Ford's museum at 
Greenfield, near Detroit, Michi- 
gan, thus preserving for posteri- 
ty remembrances of a man to 
whom the world owes eternal 
homage. 
Statistics Given 
Under the volumes labeled 
Portland Cement (Educational 
and Technical Reference) are 
contained statistics on manufac- 
turing, research, and design in- 
lormation released to date— 
practical texts for high schools 
and colleges, including handbooks 
of design, for concrete mixtures 
roads, buildings, bridges, and all 
kinds of structures. Questions 
commonly asked about the uses 
of cement and concrete are an- 
swered in a complete set of in- 
formation  sheets. 
New Developments 
In the volumes classified un- 
der the headng Concrete (Hous- 
ing and Farm Construction Ref- 
erence) the newest developments 
in fireproof walls that have in- 
sulating and accoustical proper- 
ties have been described. Pre- 
cast concrete poiats, which make 
possible the building of light- 
weight fireproof AOOTS are men- 
tioned at length. The utiliza- 
tion of roof areas for terrace 
porches and many other improv- 
ements that bring permanent con- 
struction  aTe  shown. 
Farm  Construction Needs 
Farm construction needs are 
given special attention in more 
than 130 items, including many 
small, needed improvements. The 
improvements include items such 
as foundations, steps, walks, 
drives, septic tanks, water trou- 
ghs, floors, silos, and faTm build- 
ings of all kinds. Many perma- 
nent improvements are shown to 
include flagstones for walks, ter- 
races, outdoor living rooms, lawn 
benches, and garden furniture of 
all kinds, in more than 80 listed 
items. Blue prints and instruc- 
tions for building home recrea- 
tional facilities, camp ground im- 
provements, , and sanitation and 
drainage structures are provided. 
As a finishing touch, the vol- 
umes include magnificent illus- 
trations of the finest Examples 
of architectural works in history, 
including scenes of Grace Cathe- 
dral, San Francisco, Beloit Col- 
lege 'Stadium, and the Sioux City 
Music  Pavilion. 
Many Popular Books Available 
From Shelves of YMCA Library 
JUNIOR YMCA GOUNGH 
GIVES OPENJROGRAM 
Senior,       Sophomore,       and 
Freshman Groups At- 
tend Meeting 
Lloyd  Dbugias, Elbert Hub 
bard, Cadman, Danforth, 
Among Authors 
NO RENT CHARGED 
The Junior YMCA Council was ' 
host   to   the   Senior,   Sophomore, 
and Freshman Councils on Thurs- : 
day   of   last   week.      Due   to   a 
basketball    game    and    inconsis- j 
tent weather, the group was very 
small, about 25  being present. 
The councils met in the Y Club 
Rooms where the devotionals 
weTe conducted. Later those 
present went to the engine house 
to enjoy a program on the Car- 
negie Music Set. Professor J. 
B. Freeman was in charge of 
the music. T. E. Hall, presi- 
dent of the Junior Council, pre- 
sided over the meeting. 
Dr. Lee W. Milford, college 
surgeon, being called away to a 
doctor's meeting, was unable to 
be present and speak to the 
councils  as was  scheduled. 
Stribling Sponsors 
Local Farm Group 
Collegiate Chapiter of Future 
Farmers     of     America 
Founded  on  Campus 
Under the supervision of facul- 
ty adviser B. H. Stribling a col- 
legiate chapter of the Future 
farmers of America has been or- 
ganized   at   Ciemson  College. 
The purpose of this chapter is 
to train prospective vocational 
agricultural teachers in the fun- 
damentals of future farm work. 
The activities of thii organizan 
cion serve as an excellent supple^ 
ment to the students' routine 
class work. Junior and seniors 
majoring in agricultural) educa- 
tion are eligible for membership 
into the society upon receiving a 
majority vote from the charter 
members. 
Officers designated by the char- 
ter members to head the organi- 
zation are R. W. Bailey, presi- 
dent; C. H, Cooler, vice-presi- 
dent; T. B. Ardls, secretary; 1,. 
S. Cloaninger, treasurer; and H. 
L. Beach, reporter. 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
DURHAM.   N.  C. 
Four terms of 11 weeks are giv- 
en each year. These may be tak- 
en consecutively (graduation in 
3 1/4 years) or 3 terms may be 
taken each year (graduation in 4 
years). The entrance require- 
ments are intelligence, character 
and at least two years of college 
work, including the subjects spe- 
cified for Grade A Medical 
Schools. Catalogues and appli- 
cation   forms   may   be   obtained 
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, gen- 
eral secretary of the local Y, 
has recently announced a list of 
books that are now available at 
the office of the YMCA. Addi- 
tional lists of these books will 
be  announced  later. 
The following books listed can 
be obtained by seeing Mr. Hol- 
tzendorff or leave the name of 
the book and the author in the 
YMCA  office. 
"Green Light" by Lloyd Douglas 
"Magnificient   Obsession" 
"Forgive  Us Our Trespasses" by 
Lloyd Douglas 
"Men, Women and God" by Her- 
bert Gray 
"I Dare You"  by Danforth 
"Adventures   for   Happiness"   by 
iSparks Cadman 
"The Awakening Community" by 
Al Walters 
"Individualizing    Education"    by 
Al Walters 
"The Call of The Wild" by Jack 
London 
"A  Planned  Socety"  by  Soule 
"The   Making   of   An   American" 
by   Riis 
I'How to Choose and Get a Bet- 
1
       ter Job" by Kilduff 
"What  Is  Your Name"  by Dean 
Charles Brown 
"In   Lumine   Too'    by   Chaplain 
Tuberculosis Drive 
Successful 
Mrs. H. H. Willis, head of 
the local drive for the sale 
of Tuberculosis Christmas 
Seals reports that this year's 
drive went well over the top 
and is the largest contribu- 
tion made by Ciemson in the 
history of the Christmas seal 
campaigns. Mrs. Willis ex- 
pressed her appreciation to 
the student body and the 
campus people for their splen- 
did cooperation, which made 
the success of the movement 
possible. The money has been 
forwarded to the state head- 
quarters of the movement 
where it will help sweU the 
total of what is expected to 
be the largets sum ever con- 
tributed   by    South   Carolina. 
Knox  of  Columbia 
'., 
"What's  Best Worth  Saying" by 
Richard  Roberts 
: :The   Psychology   of   the   Ado- 
lescent"   by   Leta   Hollingsworth 
"Two Centuries of Student Chris- 
tian Movements" by Shedd 
"A   Guide  to   Civilized   Leisure" 
by Overstreet 
"An Outline of Careers" by Ber- 
nays 
"An   Anthology   of   The   Will   of 
God"   by   George   Stewart 
"A  Preface  to  Morals"  by Wal- 
ter Lippman 
"A   Book   of   Prayers   for   Stu- 
dents'' 
"A  Message   to   Garcia"   by  El- 
bert   Hubbard 
"Amos,  A   Phophet  of the  New 
Order" by Lindsay Lonacre 
"Confronting   Young   Men   with 
the Living Christ"  by Mott 
These books can be kept out 
for several days, not exceding a 
week, and then returned to the 
Y   office.     There   is   no  rent  or 
charge for the use of the books. 
WATCH REPAIRS 
Best Wishes  for a 
Merry Xmas 
PAUL FEINSTEIN 
Modern Electric 
Shoe Shop 
Elbow Pads for Sweaters 35c 
Two Tuxs for Sale 
IL 
Not too late to select a nice Present 
for Your Girl 
AND FELLOWS DON'T FORGET ABOUT DAD! 
Buy something at Ciemson   and   he   will   know you 
thought about him.      BUY AT 
HOKE SLOAN'S 
and you have the prestige that goes with a Christmas; 
Gift. Balfour Jewelry — Botany Ties — Hickok 
Braces — Evening in Paris Sets. 
>o< >oc 
ANDERSON SERVICE STATION 
Sinclair Products 
9   Prestone $2.70 
LEWIS ANDERSON,  Ownel 
Zerone $1.00  ° 
( 
Leisure Time Rut 
Outlined by Prof 
Northwestern Educationalist 
Discloses Survey Re- 
ports 
Evanston, 111.—(ACP)— Do 
you spend most of your leisure 
time in listening to the ,radio, 
reading newspapers, attending 
movies, and playing bridge? If 
so, you have fallen into the typ- 
ical American rut of leisure time 
artivity. 
This conclusion was reached 
by Dr. Paul A. Whitty, professor 
of education at Northwestern TJ., 
as the result of an eight year 
survey. 
These four activities, along 
with motoring and attending par- 
ties, are the favorite pastimes 
of adult America. 
FEMALE DRIVERS ARE 
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR 
AGGIDENTSJN ROADS 
Survey at Yale Univ. Shows 
Women Involved in Only 
6 Per Cent of Them 
FORMER CLEMSON PROF 
SUCCUMBS  IN  VIRGINIA 
j The Architecture Department 
of Ciemson College regretfully 
announces the death of a form- 
er member of their department, 
Professor J. P. Crownger, of 
Withtwill,  Virginia. 
New York, N. Y.—(ACP)— 
Women drivers, long thought to 
be inferior to men drivers do not 
cause the most automobile ac- 
cidents, ^j 
Statistics cited by Prof. Wm. 
Junkin Cox of Yale University 
show hat women drivers are in- 
volved in only 6 per cent of the 
highway  accidents. 
"But it is not while driving 
from either the back seat or the 
front seat of the car that women 
can exert the greatest influence 
on the hghway," Prof. Cox de- 
clared. "If accdents are to be 
reduced, it will be accomplished 
through women. Men have had 
the problem for 30 years and 
have done little with it. 
Public Opinion 
"Development of public opin- 
ion toward an observance of law 
with a view to decreasing auto- 
mobile accidents is definitely a. 
work for women. We all know 
that there are about 40,000 
deaths annually from auto ac- 
cidents, whle 1,250,000 persons 
are injured from the same cause. 
"Strict impartial and certain 
enforcement of law is one thing 
needed and largely lacking to 
reduce highway hazards. Pub- 
lic opinion for such enforcement 
can   be   women's   contribution." 
AG EC PROFESSORS TO 
ATTEND CHICAGO MEET 
Professors G. H. Aull and B. 
O. Williams of the Agricultural 
Economies department are plan- 
ning to go to Chicago during the 
holidays to attend the meeting of 
the American Sociological Socie- 
ty, the American Economic As- 
sociation and the American Farm 
Economic Association. 
These meetings will he held 
from December 28 to 30 and 
the Stevens Hotel will be their 
headquarters. 
Wishing Students a Merry Xmas 0 
BLECKLEY'S   DRY  CLEANERS 
o   Cleaning and Pressing Repairing and Altering o 
Cash and Carry 
o 
>rv       ><*><       'ten       srst >Q< >Q< 
0 
Compliments of 
° CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY jj 
o 
0 
-><-><        >n< >n<        >o< >OC=DOC DO< >Q< 
Ciemson Uniforms are Made By 
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc. 
PHILADELPHIA 
DOC 30C DOC 
DOC DOC DOC 
14.5c   SAVE MONEY 
a pkg. ON 
CIGARETTES 
14.5c 0 
a pkg.     9. 
>oc DOC DOC DOCZZDOC DOC DOC >OC DOC 
Camels, Lucky Strikes, Chesterfield, Old Gold, etc., 
J $1.45 per carton; minimum order two cartons. WE 
o   PAY  POSTAGE!     Send   Money  Order  or  Certified   ° 
Check with order.    NO ORDER C. O. D. 0 
SACKS, GREENE & SIEVERS 
308 W. Washington St. 
Dept. AN 
Chicago, 111.  U 
DOC DOC DOC DOC DOC :>oc 
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Sports Editor SPORTS OTIS MORGAN Asst. Sports Editor 
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TIGERS TO ENCOUNTER 
FLASHY VOL TEAM IN 
SOUTHEASTERN SGRAP 
Bengal     Basketeers     Begin 
Southern Campaign At 
Knoxville 
The Southern conference meeting in Richmond last 
Friday and Saturday proved to be the highlight of the 
Clemson sports program last week with the customary lull 
prevailing that is always in evidence between sporting 
seasons. i 
GRAHAM   PLAN 
Probably the two outstanding 
features of this meeting was the 
abolishment of the Graham Plan 
and the withdrawal of the Uni- 
Tersity of Virginia from the con- 
ference. To scratch the Gra- 
ham idea (Article VII, Rule 13, 
to be exact) from the By-Laws 
was a forward movement in our 
opinion. It has caused nothing 
1but dissention since its adoption. 
However, being none too familiar 
with the proceedings of the 
conference meet last weekend, 
■we decided to interviw Dr. Lee 
W. Milford, Faculty Chairman of 
the Clemson Athletic Council who 
represented Clemson at the con- 
ference gathering, to get the 
low down on what was what, etc. 
Luckily, we found Doc in when 
"we dropped around, and we im- 
mediately proceeded to explain 
■our mission. Naturally our first 
question was to ask him about 
the GTaham Plan to which he 
replied: "Well, contrary to pop- 
ular opinion, the Graham Plan 
received a nice little spanking, 
and there's no getting around it. 
I was not in favor of this plan 
because it was impossible to live 
up to, and an instrument for 
promoting  dishonesty." 
VIRGINIA  QUITS 
"We frankly agreed with Dr. 
Milford on his stand against 
this plan, for it has caused no- 
thing but trouble since its adop- 
tion without doing a'bit of good. 
Wie next asked if he knew why 
Virginia had dropped from the 
conference. 
He thought for a second, and 
then said, "I really don't know, 
but I think they were a little 
hasty in their decision. I don't 
think any of the schools wanted 
to see them leave; in fact, we 
have fixed it so they can come 
back within a year's time, and 
I sure hope that they decide to 
rejoin us." 
"Well, Doc, would you mind 
enumerating some of the out- 
standing events 'of the confer- 
ence?"   we  inquired. 
"Not a bit," he responded. 
"There were 35 proposed amend- 
ments to the constitution, but 
only ten of these passed. A few 
of the amendments are similar 
to the graham plan, but only a 
very few. An athlete must now 
pass 24 semester hours the pre- 
vious year before he is eligible to 
play." Doc stopped talking for 
a second and then continued, 
"I think you will better un- 
derstand the whole situation if 
you'll read over this copy of the 
(proposed amendments. I have 
have ones checked that were 
passed." 
We took the extended sheet, 
•thanked him, and departed, won- 
dering why they had to have all 
this hulaboo about athletics 
anyway. What we can't under- 
stand is why the conference of- 
ficials should want to discrimi- 
nate against students just be- 
cause they have ability for var- 
ious sports; however, it's such a 
long argument, both pro and con, 
that we'll just let it drop right 
now before we get ourselves in 
hot  water. 
FREEMAN TO AID BOYS 
INTERESTED^ OPERA 
Professor   to   Give   Help In 
Connection with Carnegie 
Music Set 
MEET FRIDAYS 
FOUR PROFS INSPECT 
EXPERIMENT STATION 
Dean H. P. Cooper, G. B. Nutt, 
R. H. Jones, and R. A. MeGinty 
made a trip to Barnwell county 
last week to select the site for 
the buildings of the new Edisto 
Experiment Station. Mr. W. B. 
Rogers, assistant agronomist, is 
temporarily in charge of this 
station and is doing a good deal 
of work preparatory to getting 
the experimental work under way 
next season. 
Opening their season with a 
reversal at the hands of the Duke 
Blue Devils last night, 33-25, 
the Bengal basketeers continue 
their campaign against the high- 
ly touted Tennessee Volunteers 
in  Knoxville  tonight. 
Although the Tigers met de- 
feat in the initial encounter or 
the year, prospects are bright 
for a successful season, and their 
chances of taking the Vols into 
camp are not slim. The Tennes- 
see five, outstanding in the Sou- 
theastern last winter, again has 
a remarkable team, and they 
are rated with the best in the 
South. 
Coaches Davis and Neely, ac- 
companied by ten players, left 
this morning for the game with 
the Tennessee lads tonight. This 
will be the last game for the 
Bengals before the holidays. They 
will probably return to the cam- 
pus on the 27th of this month 
in order to have a few work- 
outs before they leave for a 
Florida tour. The Tigers are 
scheduled to play the University 
of Florida on the 4th and 5th 
of January, and there is a pos- 
sibility of a game with , Stetson 
on  the  2nd. 
McGONNELL SELECTED 
1937 BOXING CAPTAIN 
Opening Match With N.  C. 
State in Raleigh Jan- 
uary 2T 
T. S. McConnell was elected 
captain of the 1937 boxing last 
night by members of Bob Jones' 
leatherpushers. He has for the 
past two years been a valuable 
man on the team and his rug- 
gedness has gone a long way in 
bringing many victories to Clem- 
son. 
The pugilists are to tajtigle 
with N. C. State on January 21 
at Raleigh and then fight Geor- 
gia here the twenty-third. Many 
new candidates have shown much 
promise thus, far in the prac- 
tice rounds. Bill Folk is man- 
ager of the team and is assisted 
by P. W. Bethea and Arnofd Og- 
lesby, junior managers. 
WESLEY KAY BAND IS 
GREAT FAVORITE HERE 
(Continued   from   page  one) 
as an artist in his particular line. 
Since early this fall Kay has 
been on tour among the schools 
of the seaboard, playing first at 
Cornell and Syracuse Universi- 
ties. V. P. I. had the band for 
their opening dances and they 
have been heard recently;at Wil- 
liam and Mary, the University 
of Richmond, and Wofford. This 
week end the outfit is in Charles- 
ton where they are to furnish the 
rhythm for the Christmas Hop 
at  the  Citadel. 
Early in the year the orches- 
tra will play, for the Revelers in 
Greenville and then will be lo- 
cated until early spring in their 
home port,  Buffalo, N.  Y. 
Professor E. J. Freeman, as- 
sociate professor of machine 
shop, has offered his time to any 
group of students that would be 
interested in studying a certain 
type of music on the Carnegie 
Music Set. 
The music room is open each 
Friday night for the students to 
take advantage of the music set 
and learn to appreciate music 
more. The study of certain op- 
eras is discussed and the origin 
and continuous growth of the 
opera is studied, after which 
numerous opera pieces .are play- 
ed on the music set. Anyone de- 
siring to learn more about music 
of this type is urged to see Pro- 
fessor Freeman or someone in 
the  organized  group. 
ARCHITECTURAL GROUP 
TO  RECEIVE  AWARDS 
Winners of first, second, and 
third places in the recent Jun- 
ior Architecture Department pro- 
ject were D. B. Clayton, W. Lin- 
ley, and J. H. Truluck. The 
problem for this award was plan- 
ning of a Boy's Camp. 
In the Sophomore Division P. 
Carlson designed- the *best Gar- 
den House for which he was a- 
warded a half gold seal. Chap- 
man and McCully were second 
and third respectively. 
Davidson's Statue of Clemson Ready 
For Foundry; Is Impressive Figure 
Abe Davidson's Masterpiece 
to Be Cast in Bronze In 
Anderson Foundry 
Sculptor Abe Davidson's sta- 
tue of Thomas G. Clemson has 
completed and is in the hands 
of the Anderson foundry which 
will cast it in bronze in the near 
future. The exact date for the 
erection of the statue has not 
been  announced. 
Davidson's work was com- 
pleted several months ago with 
the final casting in plaster of the 
bronze base plates which will be 
set into the concrete base of the 
statue. 
Beginning work in 1934 the 
little Russian sculptor worked 
continuously on the statue for 
nearly two years. The first plas- 
ter figure completed was' one 
and one half times life size, but 
did not please the artist and was 
destoyed soon after Its comple- 
tion. The figure which is being 
cast at the present is life size. 
The work which depicts the 
founder of the college seated in 
a large arm chair has been high- 
ly praised by critics who viewed 
it in plaster. When the bronze 
casting is completed the figure 
will be placed on a concrete base, 
in the sides of which will be set 
four bronze plaques depicting 
four stages in the development 
of the college. The plaques were 
designed by students in the ar- 
chitecture students and executed 
by  Mr.  Davidson. 
No   definite  announcement  has 
COOPER CONFERS WITH 
TOBACCO COMMITTEE 
Dean H. P. Cooper met with 
the county agents of the Pee Dee 
section in Florence the first part 
of last week to discuss with them 
the need for more research on 
tobacco production problems. To- 
bacco is the second most import- 
ant field crop in the State but 
has been neglected from the 
experimental, standpoint because 
of lack of funds to carry out a 
satisfactory research program. 
Dean Cooper also conferred 
with the State tobacco committee 
of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration as to the steps 
which might be taken to secure 
financial support for the needed 
research   work. 
been made as to the spot on the 
campus in which the statue will 
be erected, but the choice has 
narrowed down to two possible 
positions, the circular plot of 
shrubbery in front of the main 
entrance to the administration 
building and the large plot im- 
mediately in front of the main 
entrance to the library, tl is 
probable that the latter spot will 
finally   be   chosen. 
The casting of the figure is 
being done by an Anderson foun- 
dry and is under the direct sup- 
ervision of Mr. John Wiggington, 
head of the plant. Due to the 
delicate nature of the work Mr. 
Wiggington has refused to speci- 
fy a date for the delivery of the 
statue. 
Evening in Paris Sets 
Co ty .Sets 
Houbigant Sets 
April Shower Sets 
Dresser Sets 
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY 
Compacts — Bracelets - Necklaces - Novelties 
o - 
RADIO S—Crosley, Fada, General Electric, 
and RCA 
A Small Radio Makes a Wonderful Gift 
Use Your R O T C Checks on Christmas Goods 
 O s-! 
^)^ua Qompany, dno. 
P.    S.    McCOLLUM,    Owner 
The Official College Book and Supply Store 
t 
■-.—' 
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Ag Ec Department 
Examines Returns 
Neariy 24,000 individual in- 
come tax returns for the year 
1935 have been examined by the 
members of the Experimental 
Station Staff of thrf Department 
of  Agricultural,_JBeonomics. 
In studying the relation of 
tax_e3 paid to amount and source 
of income and to occupation of 
the taxpayer, it was discovered 
that there were inequalities in 
buying ability in relation to the 
taxes paid, the small farmer pay- 
ing more of the taxes and a 
larger per cent per dollar -earned 
than the larger farmers. 
COURT MARTIAL TRIAL 
DEMONSTRATED HERE 
(Continued from .page one) 
ments the president of the court 
announced that the accused had 
been found guilty of dessertion 
and that he would receive the 
maximum punshment for such 
an act. 
This demonstration which has 
been ehibited here for the past 
few years is rapidly proving, to 
be one of the outstanding fea- 
tures of the course in Military 
Science given to the advanced 
ROTC   students. 
P. C. Bouknight, '30, is with 
the Division of Cotton Market- 
ing. 
Air Conditioning 
Unit Placed Here 
As a step towards perfection 
of the Course in Air Conditioning 
at Clemson College, the depart- 
ment is installing an Air Condi- 
tioning unit in one of the Me- 
chanical   Engineering   rooms. 
This apparatus is a complete 
Freon Gas Condenser Unit with 
Humidistat and Thermostat Con- 
trol and Heating Coil. It is one 
of the units of its kind manufac- 
tured by the General Electric 
Company. It is being installed 
by the students of mechanical 
engineering. The effects and 
workings will be studied pri- 
marily. 
Y FORUM GROU 
ACTIVE ON COM 
S ARE 
'ANIES 
The Company Forum groups 
have been very active on their 
respective companies. All the 
groups are now organized and 
officers  elected. 
Recently Mr. Holtzendorff, Mr. 
Wade Perry', Mr. Roy Cooper 
and others connected with the 
college have spoken to different 
forum groups in the barracks. 
The Forum group of Company 
F-2 spent Saturday night down 
at the Cabin on the Seneca riv- 
er. XJ. L. Cox was in charge of 
the group. Supper and break- 
fast, given by Captain Harcombe, 
was cooked over the large open 
fire. 
Holtzendorff Is 
Council Speaker 
A joint meeting of the Fresh- 
man and Sophomore Y Councils 
was held in the Y clubroom Mon- 
day evening with Mr. Holtzen- 
dorff as the principal speaker. 
Frank Thompson, president of 
the Sophomore Council, presided. 
Mr. Holtzendorff too'k for hia 
topic "Good Books to Read" and 
gave several suggestions as to 
books which should prove to be 
interesting and beneficial to ev- 
eryone. 
The Senior Council was invited 
in at the close of the meeting 
and was introduced by its presi- 
dent W.  A.   Speer. 
id £WL 
Buddy, 
I can't pay a higher compli- 
ment than that. 
Girl or cigarette... when 
I tumble that means I'm 
for 'em. 
Chesterfield's my cigarette. 
And I'll tell all hands they've 
got a hearty good taste that 
makes a sailor happy. And 
listen, they're milder. 
. . .for the good things a 
cigarette can give a sailor^ 
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